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You found

your vacation

destination  at

a luxurious

resort and

now it is time

to pack… but

do you know

which

resortwear to

bring?  Read

on.

Fashion made

easy
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Classic resort look is

traditionally feminine and a

hint of sexiness and

definitely polished and

classy.

sleeveless v neck black and

white dressed and a little

retro dress with block

sandals.

a red tote gives you a little

pop of color and do not

forget to accessorize with

a cateye Sunglass.  

Choose a white triangle top

bikini and wear a gold

earring and bracelet. 

CLASSIC BEACH WEAR 
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shirtdress, ankle strap

sandals

color block handbag, this

outfit is streamlined and

sophisticated. 

The one-shoulder cutout

swimsuit @victoria secret.com

is a choice.  This look  s a

modern edit to the typical

bikini shape.

TAILORED BEACH WEAR

LOOK

@kohls.com
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Are you looking for a

bohemian look?   Our

choice is  a pa isley maxi

dress .   fo compliment the 

bohemian summer look ,

wear a 

tassled sandals

oversized hexagon

sunglass

mixed match b ik in i  with

high waisted bottom which

can be bought

@cupshe .com.   

Accessorize with brown

tote ,  gold loop earings

and a th ick gold bangle .

BOHO BEACH WEAR

LOOK
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Minimalist is effortless and chic

outfit. The asymmetrical styling,

pleats, and folds elevate this

simple, solid-colored dress to a

wardrobe favorite.

To complete the look, slide on

metallic sandals, round shades,

and a leather crossbody bag. 

A red simple one piece bathing suit

makes the refined look and add

interest to the minimalist outfit.

MINIMALIST BEACH WEAR 

Cupshe.com
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are you inspired by or want to

rock the tropical look?   Now

is the time to pull out your

tropical print clothing items.

Our pick is green summer maxi

dress and floral, inspired

patterns.

Complete the look with

Espadrilles with an ankle

strap, platform, or open toe.

Bask in the sun on floral

tropical print swimsuit for an

absolute look.   To maximize

your swim wear look, match

other solid colored tops and

bottoms.

TROPICAL BEACH WEAR 
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 Beach Cover

 Beach Bag

 Evening Wear for casual dining or

for more upscale restaurant in the

resort.

 Active wear for any excursions with

good walking shoes

 Use Rashguard- No sunburn please! 

 this also saves you time on re-

applying sunscreen throughout the

day.

 The right hat

 Sunglasses, Flip Flops and Sunscreen

 Travel jewelry case

 Wet Bag and waterproof pouch for

your room key while at the pool or

beach

 Mini First aid kit with Tylenol, pepto

Bismol, chapsticks

 Cash for tipping (&5- $10 when drinks

are served to you at the beach or

pool

 Travel Documents

Pack the items listed below to avoid any

spending at the resort shop.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

ESSENTIALS TO PACK FOR AN

ALL- INCLUSIVE RESORT

VACATION
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